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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

Auditing is enabled for the Process Template and the structured data type is marked as reportable in the definition of
Activity-1. A report designer has a table report but only sees completed workflows. There are no in-flight processes
displayed in the list. 

What is the cause of this behavior? 

A. There are incorrect permissions on in-flight process instances. 

B. Data for processes that have not completed Activity-1 are not written to the BAM database. 

C. The audit trail table for the repository is full. 

D. The structured data type is not marked as reportable in the definition of Activity-2. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Several departments have processes that submit documents to an external agency using the same web service. 

According to EMC best practices, which design approach should an application developer use to allow simple creation
of BAM reports on the number of web service submissions made? 

A. Generate a common workflow method that is called by each of the departmental processes. 

B. Configure Dynamic Web Service activities in each departmental process that update a process variable with the
same name. 

C. Include a DQL Write activity in the departmental processes that updates a counter record. 

D. Create a sub process that invokes the web service. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A case management application has been implemented on xCP using a network of processes. Because the application
involves many ad hoc activities, there is no end-to-end process that runs for the life of the case. 
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There is a requirement to display the lifecycle of a case (including where it is in that lifecycle) in a dashboard. 

What is the EMC recommended best practice to create that dashboard? 

A. Create a dashboard that contains dashlets with Process Diagrams for every process that runs on a case. 

B. Create a separate case monitoring process that shows each major step in the case\\'s lifecycle, signal that process
from the other processes, and put a Process Diagram for the monitoring process on a dashboard. 

C. Create a custom object type that represents the status of the case and modify that object in each major step in the
case\\'s lifecycle, then create a report that displays the value for the object. 

D. Create a lifecycle on the case folder, promote that lifecycle in each major step in the case\\'slifecycle, and use a
lifecycle monitoring report on a dashboard for the case. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An application developer built a solution that invokes processes using the DQL Inbound - Initiate activity. 

Which aspect of this activity may require updating prior to packaging with Composer to ensure optimum performance in
production? 

A. DQL Qualification To Fetch Objects 

B. Update Object Attributes Query 

C. Post Process Option 

D. Polling Frequency 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

How must a process diagram dashlet be configured to display results? 

A. as a target of a multi-drill-down report 

B. assigned to a process template 

C. with a mandatory filter 

D. with a work queue 

Correct Answer: A 
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